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Thank You!
We pray the materials

     provided in this booklet
will help you to become a

     more engaged Christian
witness to the glory of God

as you share his gift
     of salvation to all people.



OUR MISSION

The mission of Christian
Life Resources is to use life

and family issues as
bridges to convey the love

of God and to share the
message of salvation

through Christ. We love
because HE first loved us.







The mission of New
Beginnings is to help a single
mother develop spiritually in

God’s Word, become a
responsible citizen in society,

continue her education,
achieve self-sufficiency and be

a competent and loving
Christian parent.

NEW BEGINNINGS ’  
STATEMENT OF  PURPOSE



MIDDLE GROUND
REV.  ROBERT FLEISCHMANN 

NATIONAL DIRECTOR,  CHRISTIAN L IFE  RESOURCES

Before I had children I was an expert on raising kids . After all , I had taken

numerous college courses in human psychology . I understood the

concepts of influence , incentive , and insistence . I read nearly every

James Dobson book on child-rearing .

 

I often watched people wrestle with their children and wondered why

they had so much trouble . Oftentimes the errors were glaring : threats

made with no follow-through ; or , voices raised between a parent and a

child who lacks the cognitive skills to either process the argument or

defend a position .

 

If asked , I could have told them how to do it right .

 

And then I had children !

 

Wisdom vanished . The presumed absolutes became variables , and the

variables became a nightmare . It seemed easy sitting in the bleachers

second-guessing how children should be raised . Once I was in the arena ,

my eyes were opened .

 

A Woman’s Perspective
I have often wondered if I would view the abortion issue differently if I

were a woman . It is common for abortion advocates to accuse men of

narrow-mindedness on an issue that only peripherally involves them .

After all , the logic goes : how would a man like it to be told how he can

or cannot use his own body . 

 

In deference to the “my body , my choice” argument , most of us likely

want as much freedom to do with our bodies as we wish .

 

I never liked being told what I should eat , what I should wear , and what I

should do with my life . I really don ’t like it when people tell me how

often I should see the doctor , when to have a medical test , or what

medicine I should take .



At my core , I am a researcher . I love discovering information and

gathering facts . After laying out those facts , I make a measured

judgment as to what I want to do . I like it that way . I don ’t like being told

what I can and cannot do .

 

So I get it . The “my body , my choice” argument resonates loudly and with

clarity .

 

Yet We Are Not Alone
Finding middle ground on abortion seems unattainable . Both sides are

deeply principled and entrenched in their positions . Let ’s approach the

issue differently . I propose we start with a discussion on the reality that

we are not alone .

 

Loneliness is not good . God stated that plainly in the Garden of Eden

(Genesis 2 :18). Sharing life on earth , either intimately as spouses or

distantly as neighbors , is designed in all creation as an element of good .



Sharing our space demands a more inclusive way of looking at things .

Consider the civil regulations of the Mosaic Law . Those rules and

ordinances were designed to enable people to live together in a

community .

 

Think about it this way : of all the words Jesus spoke from the cross ,

which were the most crushing? “My God , my God , why have you forsaken

me?” The feeling of complete abandonment is literally hell on earth . We

are not meant to be alone .

 

With People Come Limits
We are not alone . With more people , there must be ground rules to

protect everyone . I may let someone who needs to borrow a car use

mine , but that does not mean I can use anyone ’s car at will . When no

social conventions govern such situations , laws and regulations define

how we live together in this world .

 

Admittedly , in the abortion issue , we are not talking about taking our

neighbor ’s car . We are talking about the “right” to stop whatever is

growing in our bodies .

 

If we were talking about a developing tumor I would guess nearly

everyone would agree with a decision to remove it . In fact , living with a

tumor rather than easily and safely removing it might raise a unified

voice questioning one ’s sanity . Making the decision to remove a tumor

has widespread support .

 

A Human Life
What exists in the womb at the center of the abortion debate is not a

tumor , an undesired appendage , or even a parasite .

 

It is a life – a human life .

 

Those are not my words alone , or simply the words of pro-life advocates .

The abortion advocacy argument of this generation accepts that in

abortion a life is lost .

 

The tipping point in the abortion debate today involves whether there

are degrees of life , in which some lives are subordinate to other lives .



On the surface , it appears that children are subordinate lives . Their rights

are limited and their well-being is overseen by their parents .

 

The limitation of children ’s rights is not because they are deemed an

inferior form of life . Rather , the rights of children are limited for their

personal protection and well-being . A child lacks the reasoning skills to

make consistently good choices that are more apt to come with age ,

learning , and experience .

 

Evidence of this is seen in the illegality of parents and/or guardians to

abuse , assault , or kill their children . They may not neglect them . In fact ,

in some places , berating them is a punishable offense . Limiting the

rights of children is designed to protect them .



We see this extended to adults who are cognitively impaired . If someone

is severely cognitively impaired to the point that they are inclined to

harm themselves , the state may act to prevent them from doing so .

 

Note the disposition towards lives with lesser rights is still a disposition

to protect them .

 

My Body
There are limits on what we do when lives are at stake . Regulations on

substance abuse would be a good example . Bullying or goading people

into suicide is another example .

 

Some argue the choices we make with regard to our own bodies are

victimless decisions . The logic fails because of our social environment .

Every decision we make concerning our bodies impacts others to a larger

or smaller degree . People cannot run around their subdivision naked nor

defecate on their neighbors ’ properties . One cannot use illegal drugs

because they are harmful and such use creates a social environment that

is not good for society as a whole .

 

The weakness of the “my body , my choice” argument is that we are not

alone . Even if we do not want to discuss life growing in the womb , each

person lives out a social experience . Decisions made about our own

bodies are never just about our own bodies . They are seen , heard , and

experienced in a social setting that involves spouses , friends , partners ,

neighbors , family members , and coworkers .

 

One ’s right to listen to music at 85 decibels is hemmed in by the right of

the neighbor who doesn ’t want to listen to it . It is part of living with

others .

 

As such , despite the “It ’s my body and therefore my choice ,” rhetoric ,

there are always others involved – always ! Like most decisions , the

abortion decision has far-reaching tentacles .

 

The courts have ruled the right to abortion is absolute , yet the father of

the unborn child (yes , we can call it a child) has no say in the abortion

decision . That does not mean , however , the father is not affected by the

decision . There are also grandparents and friends who are impacted by

such decisions .



We are not alone . We are part of a whole .

 

What makes the Christian perspective in this dialogue especially

challenging is that we not only accept that we are a communal species

but as such we are to think more of others than ourselves (Phil . 2 :3-4).

 

Perhaps the baby ’s father has no legal say but , biblically speaking , his

voice matters . Perhaps there are grandparents and friends who see more

in this than just a decision . They are not entitled to the decision , but the

decision should be made with others in mind as well .

 

Baby vs. Mother
As it stands , the abortion debate pits the baby ’s rights against the

mother ’s . Rather than an endless argument on that point , maybe the

direction in exploring the issue is found in making abortion the least

desirable of all options .



Genuine concerns arise about having a child when one is single , poor ,

and under-educated . We need to find ways to help a mother live with

the decision not to end her unborn child ’s life , whether it happens

through community organizations , our congregations , or our branches of

government .

 

I might add , this involves more than just creating a program . I am still

surprised at how hard it is to find available resources .

 

When we relocated New Beginnings – A Home for Mothers from Denver

to Milwaukee it was like starting over . It is very difficult to identify all

available resources . The programs to help may be out there , but they are

hard to find .

 

Conclusion
From a Biblical standpoint , the humanity of an unborn child is clear .

From a biological standpoint , the rhetoric has matured to the realization

that in abortion a life is lost . From a practical perspective , both sides of

the argument continue to press for their agendas . As those debates

continue , let ’s consider better and easily accessible resources for single

mothers . Let ’s consider housing , education , training , and an emphasis on

Christian living as a parent , a member of society , and as a child of God .

 

If I were a single mother I know I would not want to take the life that is

growing in me . If I were pressured and convinced to have an abortion , I

would imagine it to be an act of desperation . Desperation is best

alleviated with alternatives . It is one thing to insist a woman not take the

life of her unborn child . It is certainly better to provide her with viable

alternatives .

 

Christiaan Barnard , the famed heart surgeon who performed the first

heart transplant , talked about the desperation of patients . He said : “If a

lion chases you to the bank of a river filled with crocodiles , you will leap

into the water convinced you have a chance to swim to the other side .

But you would not accept such odds if there were no lion .” An unplanned

and unwanted pregnancy is a ferocious lion for a young mother who sees

no alternatives .



For all of us , a middle ground might be best seen in creating and

promoting alternatives .

 

We can callously say , “You made your bed , now sleep in it ,” but is that

really the flavor of Matthew 25 :31ff? Alternatives provide real

opportunities for a new beginning . Let ’s give that a try .



LEAVE THE DOOR OPEN –  A  LOOK AT APPROACHING
THE WORLDLY VIEW FROM A CHRISTIAN STANDARD

LYNN KLAMMER

“Can you help me?” came the plea from the other side of the table . I was

sitting in a college study area waiting for my kids to get out of class . As

often happens when I ’m just “hanging out ,” students talk to me . I think it

must be my “mom” appearance that leads them to trust me , but over the

past couple years I ’ve been asked to sew a ripped sleeve , bandage a cut ,

watch backpacks and even had kids lie down next to me to take naps .

 

I appear to be a magnet for students in need of mothering , and this day

was no different . “What ’s up?” I responded to the petite blond across

from me . Her name was Jenny , and she was struggling with some

academic issues . I helped as best I could , and the conversation slowly

turned toward her personal life . Long story short , Jenny and her

boyfriend had figured out that by moving in together and having a baby ,

they could both go to school for free (through government funding) and

do far better financially than if they were married and working . She had

been happy with the arrangement until her boyfriend began pressuring

her to have another child (to bring in more money). She said her mother

“would have a fit” – she explained her mom already took care of Jenny ’s

baby and didn ’t want to care for another child .

 

As I reflect on my conversation with Jenny , so many others come to mind

as well :

 

John , who was working his way through college and augmented his

income by shoplifting . He said it wasn ’t “stealing ,” because he wasn ’t

using the money for drugs – but rather to pay for college supplies .

Becky , explaining her need for an abortion because this was her

second unplanned pregnancy and she didn ’t want another child .

When I asked her about adoption as an alternative , she said it would

bother her to know that someone else was raising her baby .

Shaun , who proudly bragged to me about how he lied on his financial

aid form to obtain a grant . When I reminded him about the line he

had to sign affirming that his statements were true , and asked if that

bothered him at all , he said it was okay because he needed the

money .



Situations like these frustrate me . All of these students seemed like

intelligent and “nice” young people – but somewhere along the road of

life they had chosen to make decisions not based on right or wrong , but

rather upon what was best for them at the moment . Living in a society

that increasingly seems to support (and even encourage) decisions

counter to our Biblical principles , seemed to only compound these

students ’ problems . As Shaun explained to me , “If you don ’t learn to work

the system , you ’ll only miss out . Everyone else is doing it too .” How does

a Christian relate to people holding these kinds of attitudes? What is one

to do in the face of such obstacles? When my discussion with Becky

turned toward her spiritual views , I asked her how she felt God entered

into her decision . She replied , “God will understand what I ’m doing being

right for me . He loves me and wants what ’s best for me .” 

 

We are told to hate the sin but love the sinner , and I often repeat that to

myself when I ’m in these situations . I know my own list of sins is certainly

long enough that I have no cause to judge others , so I try my best to

leave the door open , show the compassion and patience I know God

would want me to show , and hope that  my kindness and gentle

direction will help people to see things more clearly . 



I ’m sure I ’m not alone in my frustrations . For those who sometimes

struggle as I do , I urge you to remember that we ’re not striving for the

worldly view of success but rather God ’s view . The Christian way may

never fit into society ’s notions of what rational choices are , and we may

even seem foolish by the standards of those who are influenced by the

worldly view . However , by holding fast to God ’s view we can be secure in

the knowledge that we ’re firm in His service , even if we sometimes make

mistakes . All I could do for Jenny , John , Becky and Shaun was lend them

a sympathetic ear and gently urge them to reevaluate their view of the

“right” path . Far more than rejection or condemnation would accomplish ,

demonstrating God ’s love through my kindness toward them opened

their minds to what I was saying , and will hopefully encourage them to

re-think their choices .

 

 

 

Lynn Klammer is a licensed clinical psychologist, educator, author, and
mother of four from Frankenmuth, Michigan.



A CHILD DIES  –  A  LOOK AT THE
DEHUMANIZATION OF  LIFE  IN  ABORTION

REV.  ROBERT FLEISCHMANN 
NATIONAL DIRECTOR,  CHRISTIAN L IFE  RESOURCES

In the late 1960s and early 1970s , the movement to legalize abortion

focused on two primary arguments :

 

No agreement could be reached on when life begins ;

Women should have “control” over their own bodies .

 

The movement ’s first argument was particularly troubling as it noted no

historical consistency of agreement from the medical or religious

community about when life begins . 

 

Years later , the abortion-rights community went to great lengths to

dehumanize what a woman carried in her womb during a pregnancy .

The terms to describe a human being were replaced with such words as :

 

Products of conception ;

Parasite ;

Inanimate mass of material ;

Part of the woman ’s body ;

Blob of tissue .

 

Along with such dehumanizing phrases the abortion community turned

to Latin or medical terminology to describe what happens in the womb .

They never spoke of a “baby” in the womb but rather a blastocyst ,

embryo and fetus .

 

The late Dr . Bernard Nathanson (d . February 21 , 2011), an instrumental

player in the early movement to legalize abortion and an abortionist who

said he presided over 75 ,000 abortions , later became a converted pro-life

advocate . He indicated when abortion advocates first strategized on a

way to make abortion more acceptable to society , they agreed to avoid

the use of the word “abortion .” Marketing experts suggested a focus on

“choice ,” a term accepted by and still associated with the abortion

movement today .
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When challenged about the “life of the child” in 1974 hearings before a

committee of the House of Representatives on a proposed Human Life

Amendment to the Constitution , abortion-rights leaders argued again

that no universal acceptance could be reached about the beginning of

the “life of the child” in the womb . The impression clearly left in the

hearings was that , if an agreement could have been reached , they would

have accepted that the life of the child should be given protection .

 

A lot has changed since then . Consider the following :

 

Feminist and abortion-rights advocate , Naomi Wolf , wrote the following :

 

“Clinging to a rhetoric about abortion in which there is no life and no

death , we entangle our beliefs in a series of self-delusions , fibs and

evasions . And we risk becoming precisely what our critics charge us with

being : callous , selfish and casually destructive men and women who

share a cheapened view of human life… What McCorvey and other

Americans want and deserve is an abortion-rights movement willing

publicly to mourn the evil – necessary evil though it may be – that is

abortion… the pro-life slogan , ‘Abortion stops a beating heart , ’ is

incontrovertibly true .” 

1
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The issue surfaced again in 2008 when abortion-rights supporter Camille

Paglia  wrote the following :

 

“I have always frankly admitted that abortion is murder , the

extermination of the powerless by the powerful . Liberals for the most

part have shrunk from facing the ethical consequences of their embrace

of abortion , which results in the annihilation of concrete individuals and

not just clumps of insensate tissue .” 

 

Most recently , the reality of death through abortion came from Francis

Kissling , the head of the unfortunately-named Catholics for Choice : 

 

“We can no longer pretend the fetus is invisible . We can no longer seek

to banish the state from our lives , but rather need to engage its power to

improve women ’s lives . We must end the fiction that an abortion at 26

weeks is no different from one at six weeks… The fetus is more visible

than ever before , and the abortion-rights movement needs to accept its

existence and its value . It may not have a right to life , and its value may

not be equal to that of the pregnant woman , but ending the life of a

fetus is not a morally insignificant event .” 

 

Scripture never entitles another individual to terminate a human life –

born or unborn – without God ’s permission . In abortion it is not the

removal of tissue or the jettisoning of an indistinct organic mass of

material ; in abortion , a baby dies . It is a biological fact . It is a medical

fact . It is a Scriptural fact . The fact that history seems fuzzy is a

testimony of the depravity of the human race that wants to supplant

God ’s authority over life and death with the murky concept of personal

autonomy .

 

 

 
1 Naomi Wolf is an author who has served as a political consultant for the Bill Clinton 1996 reelection campaign and the Al Gore 2000 election

campaign for president .

2 Rethinking Pro-Choice Rhetoric . Our Bodies , Our Souls . Wolf , Naomi : The New Republic . October 16 , 1995 .

3 Camille Paglia is an author , feminist and abortion-rights advocate .

4 Fresh blood for the vampire . Paglia , Naomi . The Salon . September 10 , 2008 .

5 Abortion rights are under attack , and pro-choice advocates are caught in a time warp . Kissling , Francis . The Washington Post . February 18 , 2011 .
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CHRISTIAN LIFE  RESOURCES
ABORTION POSITION STATEMENT

PREAMBLE
A Christian demonstrates thankfulness to a loving and forgiving God by

doing what is good and avoiding what is evil . The Holy Scriptures

proclaim God ’s will for what is to be done and what is to be avoided .

 

It is that same Word of God which compels Christians and Christian

agencies to perform charitable work for the care of others . Christians

and Christian agencies are also compelled to commend faithful living

and point out error by proclaiming God ’s Word . It is the purpose of this

statement to glorify God by proclaiming his truth , speaking against

error , and advocating charitable work for the benefit of others .

 

ABSTRACT
Human life exists already at conception . It is a gift from God . He also

reserves for himself the authority to take human life . Aborting an

unborn child for any reason , other than to preserve a human life , is a

practice condemned by the Word of God and therefore is wrong .

 

BACKGROUND
In 1973 the U .S . Supreme Court ruled in Roe v. Wade and its companion

case , Doe v. Bolton , that a woman has the legal right to avail herself of

elective abortion services . This right to abortion was to extend

throughout the entire term of the pregnancy with only minor

restrictions imposed as the pregnancy progresses . The practices of self

abortion and performing abortions on women have been around for

centuries . Abortion for the purpose of saving the life of a mother has

generally been accepted in societies . Its broader legalization in 1973

brought to the forefront the fundamental questions of life , individual

rights , and freedom .



The issues which appear at the focal point of the debate for Christians

are :

 

The beginning of human life

The competing interest between individual freedom and the right to

live

The spiritual welfare of the mother and child

The extent Christian beliefs on an issue can be applied publicly

 

(N .B . Often euphemistic terms such as pregnancy termination , 

pregnancy reduction , and others are used in place of the word 

abortion in order to minimize the serious moral implications of the

procedure .)

 

TERMINOLOGY
 

ABORTION 

Abortion is the expulsion or removal of an unborn child from the womb

resulting in the death of that child . Generally , there are three types of

abortion :

 

Spontaneous: The action of the body in which a child , usually in the

very early stages of gestation , dies in the womb and is naturally

expelled . A spontaneous abortion is unintentional and is often called

a miscarriage .

 

Medically Necessary: To intentionally terminate the life of an

unborn child once it is determined continuing the pregnancy would

end the life of both mother and child . Abortions for this reason are

becoming rarer with the advancements of medicine , but they do

occur .

 

Elective: To terminate the life of an unborn child for any reason

other than the saving of the mother ’s life . This includes situations in

which the mother ’s health might be endangered but not necessarily

her life .

 

CONCEPTION 
That point when sperm fertilizes an egg and cell division commences .



IMPLANTATION 
That point when a fertilized egg implants in the uterine lining and

continues its growth .

 

ECTOPIC PREGNANCY 
The result of a fertilized egg implanting itself outside the uterine

cavity , most commonly in the fallopian tube , which is called a tubal

pregnancy .

 

THE ISSUES
 

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
God ’s Word does not mention abortion in any place . The fact that

Scripture neither mentions the word “abortion ,” nor addresses more

directly the issues of spontaneous , medically necessary or elective

abortions does not mean this matter is left to personal judgment . God

establishes principles in his Word which reveal his will on abortion .

 

What the Scriptures Say About Human Life
(NOTE : Exodus 21 :22-25 is omitted in the following list of passages

because of exegetical difficulties . We have decided to cite passages

that speak more clearly .)

 

Human Beings are Unique and Prized in All God’s Creation
Then God said , “Let us make man in our image , in our likeness , and let

them rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air , over the

livestock , over all the earth , and over all the creatures that move along

the ground .” (Genesis 1 :26)

 

So God created man in his own image , in the image of God he created

him ; male and female he created them . (Genesis 1 :27)

 

God distinguishes human beings by giving them authority over all
other living things. God further distinguishes human beings by the
unique way he created them in his own image.
 

Human Beings Consist of Body and Soul
…and the dust turns to the ground it came from , and the spirit returns

to God who gave it . (Ecclesiastes 12 :7)



Do not be afraid of those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul .

Rather , be afraid of the One who can destroy both soul and body in

hell . (Matthew 10 :28)

 

Human beings on earth are further distinguished by their unique
constitution of both body and soul. The possession of a soul is
exclusively assigned to human beings.
 

Human Beings Exist in the Womb
People were also bringing babies to Jesus to have him touch them .

When the disciples saw this , they rebuked them . (Luke 18 :15)

 

As soon as the sound of your greeting reached my ears , the baby in my

womb leaped for joy . (Luke 1 :44)

 

The gospel writer, Luke, was both an inspired writer of Scripture and a
physician. He used the same word, baby, to describe the born and
unborn child. Neither his medical knowledge nor the Holy Spirit’s
guidance moved him to make any differentiation between the two.
 

Protecting the Life of Human Beings is a Primary Concern
Whoever sheds the blood of man , by man shall his blood be shed ; for in

the image of God has God made man . (Genesis 9 :6)

 

Even though human beings after the flood were permitted to take
plant and animal life for food, they were not to take human life,
because, unlike animal life, it was created in the image of God. God
allows for the practice of capital punishment (see also Romans 13:4)
as just retribution for an act of murder.
 

Human Beings Face an Eternal Accounting for Sin
If your hand causes you to sin , cut it off . It is better for you to enter life

maimed than with two hands to go into hell , where the fire never goes

out . (Mark 9 :43)

 

For the wages of sin is death . . . (Romans 6 :23a)

 

…man is destined to die once , and after that to face judgment…

(Hebrews 9 :27)



God is just : He will pay back trouble to those who trouble you and give

relief to you who are troubled , and to us as well . This will happen when

the Lord Jesus is revealed from heaven in blazing fire with his powerful

angels . He will punish those who do not know God and do not obey the

gospel of our Lord Jesus . (2 Thessalonians 1 :6-8)

 

In contrast to animals and other forms of life, human beings are
responsible for their actions and face eternal consequences because
of sin.
 

Accountability for Sin Establishes the Beginning of Human Life
Surely I was sinful at birth , sinful from the time my mother conceived

me . (Psalm 51 :5)

 

As moral creatures God holds individual human beings accountable
for sin. That accountability is already evident at conception. (NOTE: In
the Old Testament the Israelites considered conception to take place
at the earliest possible moment. The root for the Hebrew word
“conceive” means “to burn” and is often used to describe the passion
in intercourse. The entire procreative process is viewed as a unit
concept, running from intercourse to delivery. Genesis 4:1 provides us
with such an example.) We can say with certainty that human life
exists at conception.
 

All Human Beings are Declared Forgiven and Righteous in Christ
God was reconciling the world to himself in Christ , not counting men ’s

sins against them . And he has committed to us the message of

reconciliation . (2 Corinthians 5 :19)

 

But now a righteousness from God , apart from law , has been made

known , to which the Law and the Prophets testify . This righteousness

from God comes through faith in Jesus Christ to all who believe . There

is no difference , for all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God ,

and are justified freely by his grace through the redemption that came

by Christ Jesus . (Romans 3 :21-24)

 

For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son , that

whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life . (John

3 :16)



For it is by grace you have been saved , through faith and this not from

yourselves , it is the gift of God not by works , so that no one can boast .

(Ephesians 2 :8-9)

 

Jesus lived and died in our place. All people are declared righteous
because of his perfect life and forgiven because of his all-sufficient
death. The individual receives this free gift of forgiveness through
Christ, not by works, but only by God’s gracious gift of faith.
 

Christians Seek to Glorify God When Making Decisions about
Human Life
So whether you eat or drink or whatever you do , do it all for the glory of

God . (1 Corinthians 10 :31)

 

And without faith it is impossible to please God , because anyone who

comes to him must believe that he exists and that he rewards those

who earnestly seek him . (Hebrews 11 :6)

 

Greater love has no one than this , that he lay down his life for his

friends . (John 15 :13)

 

This is love : not that we loved God , but that he loved us and sent his

Son as an atoning sacrifice for our sins . (1 John 4 :10)

 

Believers are called to do all things to the glory of God, that is, to do
his will out of love for him. In a world of sin, doing God’s will may
involve facing difficult decisions which could carry with them
unfortunate consequences. For instance, in those rare circumstances
where a mother might die from her pregnancy, a mother and father
may have to decide whether to terminate the pregnancy rather than
lose the lives of both mother and child. Such decisions become even
more difficult when the parents are confronted with the prospect of
postponing potentially life-preserving treatment for the mother so as
to not endanger the life of the unborn child (ex.: treatment for
maternal cancer which may prove fatal for the unborn child).
 

We caution that so-called “exceptions to abortion” ought not broaden
the criteria for a justifiable abortion. A Christian will not lose sight of
the fact that taking a human life for any reason other than saving a
life, is wrong.



Because of the high regard God places on human life we reject
abortion for reasons of physical defects in the unborn child. God has
demonstrated the high value he places on all human life, regardless
of its varying degrees of quality of life. We also reject abortion as a so-
called “instrument of compassion” for pregnant victims of rape or
incest. There is no biblical justification for punishing the unborn child
with death for the sins of the father. Rather, we encourage
compassionate care and assistance to such victims throughout their
pregnancy and the process of determining whether she wants to
continue caring for the child after birth or place the child for
adoption.
 

Conclusion
God ’s Word instructs us that human life is his unique creation that is to

be protected at all stages , including its earliest stages . Even when a

medical abortion is sought to preserve a mother ’s life , the Christian will

always proceed with the intent to preserve all human life whenever

possible . All other reasons for abortion fail to reflect God ’s high regard

for human life and our responsibility to protect it .

 

SECTION 2: INTRODUCTION
Even some advocates of abortion acknowledge that the unborn child is

a life . Others call the child a potential life or a life with potential .

However , the argument is not whether the unborn child is life , but

whether that life has rights under the law . The reasoning is that

because the unborn child fails to have specific legal recognition , the

mother has a compelling interest over against her unborn child .

Abortion proponents readily acknowledge that upon birth there are

constitutional provisions protecting that life , but the essence of

protective constitutional mandates for the unborn child suggests a

legal denial of “personhood” to the unborn child . The result , therefore ,

is that the mother may legally exercise her perceived constitutional

right to privacy and abort her child if she so desires .

 

What Scripture Says about Personal Rights v. the
Right to Life
 

Christians Are Free From the Curse of Sin
Jesus replied , “I tell you the truth , everyone who sins is a slave to sin .

Now a slave has no permanent place in the family , but a son belongs to

it forever . So if the Son sets you free , you will be free indeed .” (John

8 :34-36)



It is for freedom that Christ has set us free . Stand firm , then , and do not

let yourselves be burdened again by a yoke of slavery . (Galatians 5 :1)

 

Christ is the end of the law so that there may be righteousness for

everyone who believes . (Romans 10 :4)

 

By fulfilling the law on our behalf, Jesus freed us from the eternal
curse of sin.
 

Christians Express Their Freedom by Keeping God’s Will
The Spirit of the Lord is on me , because he has anointed me to preach

good news to the poor . He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the

prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind , to release the oppressed .

(Luke 4 :18)

 

Our practice of freedom is to reflect our eternal freedom from sin and
damnation made possible by the gift of Jesus Christ as our Savior.
 

Christian Freedom Finds its Expression in Keeping the Will of God
You , my brothers , were called to be free . But do not use your freedom

to indulge the sinful nature ; rather , serve one another in love .

(Galatians 5 :13)

 

Be careful , however , that the exercise of your freedom does not

become a stumbling block to the weak . (1 Corinthians 8 :9)

 

Freedom is not absolute, but subject to the will of God. Freedom finds
both its beginning and end in God’s Word and his will that we should
love our neighbor.
 

Conclusion
Christians express their freedom through the moral obligation of the

law . Obedience to the moral law is an expression of love for God . That

moral law guides us in sharing God-pleasing love to our fellow human

beings . A Christian does not have the right to choose that which is

contrary to God ’s will . Apart from God ’s expressed command , Christians

cannot take human life , but rather , are obliged to protect it .



SECTION 3: INTRODUCTION
Abortion opponents are often accused of trying to push their religious

views off on the rest of society , yet those who favor abortion do the

same when they hope to push on all of society their personally-held

conviction which allows for abortion on demand . Aside from that

illogic , God ’s Word guides us to recognize both the distinction between

privately-held convictions and the Christian ’s role in reflecting those

convictions to the world .

 

What Scripture Says about Expressing Christian
Convictions Publicly
 

God’s Word Speaks Clearly Concerning the Taking of Human Life
 

“See now that I myself am He ! There is no god besides me . I put to

death and I bring to life , I have wounded and I will heal , and no one

can deliver out of my hand .” (Deuteronomy 32 :39)

 

“You shall not murder .” (Exodus 20 :13)

 

God condemns murder as sin. Christians can testify to that truth.
 

Man Has a Natural Knowledge of the Law That Can Be Sensitized
Indeed , when Gentiles , who do not have the law , do by nature things

required by the law , they are a law for themselves , even though they do

not have the law , since they show that the requirements of the law are

written on their hearts , their consciences also bearing witness , and

their thoughts now accusing , now even defending them . (Romans

2 :14 ,15)

 

Even unbelieving people have a blurred knowledge of God’s law
written in their hearts. Christians can appeal to that knowledge when
testifying that murder is wrong.
 

When Others Need our Help We Cannot Remain Silent
Do nothing out of selfish ambition or vain conceit , but in humility

consider others better than yourselves . Each of you should look not

only to your own interests , but also to the interests of others . Your

attitude should be the same as that of Christ Jesus . (Philippians 2 :3-5)

 



“For I was hungry and you gave me something to eat , I was thirsty and

you gave me something to drink , I was a stranger and you invited me

in , I needed clothes and you clothed me , I was sick and you looked

after me , I was in prison and you came to visit me .” (Matthew 25 :35 ,36)

 

“You are the salt of the earth . But if the salt loses its saltiness , how can

it be made salty again? It is no longer good for anything , except to be

thrown out and trampled by men . You are the light of the world . A city

on a hill cannot be hidden . Neither do people light a lamp and put it

under a bowl . Instead they put it on its stand , and it gives light to

everyone in the house . In the same way , let your light shine before

men , that they may see your good deeds and praise your Father in

heaven .” (Matthew 5 :13-16)

 

For Christ ’s love compels us , because we are convinced that one died

for all , and therefore all died . And he died for all , that those who live

should no longer live for themselves but for him who died for them

and was raised again . (2 Corinthians 5 :14 ,15)

 

Speak up for those who cannot speak for themselves , for the rights of

all who are destitute . (Proverbs 31 :8)

 

Motivated by their love for Christ, Christians will put their faith into
action.
 

Christians Will Exercise their Legal Rights to Protect Life
“Put your sword back in its place ,” Jesus said to him , “for all who draw

the sword will die by the sword .” (Matthew 26 :52)

 

Everyone must submit himself to the governing authorities , for there is

no authority except that which God has established . The authorities

that exist have been established by God . (Romans 13 :1)

 

Peter and the other apostles replied : “We must obey God rather than

men !” (Acts 5 :29)

 

Christians are encouraged to use the legal avenues in society to
reflect their love for Christ by protecting the lives of others.



Conclusion
A Christian is to be a faithful witness to God ’s truth in this world .

Therefore , he will publicly testify to the sanctity of human life and the

sinfulness of elective abortion . In so doing , he protects human life and

proclaims God ’s holy truths .

 

Summary
God ’s Word teaches that life exists at conception and is to be

protected from its earliest stage . To abort for any reason other than the

preservation of another life is contrary to God ’s Word . Freedom of

choice ends where compromising God ’s Word begins . Human beings ,

born and unborn , whether healthy or impaired , are of equal value in

God ’s eyes . Christians will seek to protect the lives of mothers and

children , care for them , and use God ’s Word to correct error and

proclaim truth about life now and for eternity . Since this is God ’s

position , it is therefore the position of Christian Life Resources .



OFFICIAL  POSITIONS AND
THOUGHTS TO PONDER ON LIFE  

AND FAMILY ISSUES

ABORTION
Human life exists already at conception . It is a gift from God . He also

reserves for himself the authority to take human life . Aborting an

unborn child for any reason , other than to preserve a human life , is a

practice condemned by the Word of God and therefore is wrong .

 

EUTHANASIA
Any practice of euthanasia , the intent of which is to shorten one ’s own

life or the life of another person , is a practice condemned by the Word

of God and therefore is wrong . All people are to protect life and carry

the burdens of others . Apart from God ’s expressed permission , it is

wrong to take human life , even when we do not like the quality of that

life .

 

CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTION
There is a place for government to respect the religious convictions of

people . But if the conscience is only sensitive about oneself and not

about others , then we fail miserably… If we who know better do not

speak up – who will? Don ’t settle for the easy way out .

 

OUR ETERNAL PERSPECTIVE
The ultimate goal for pro-life Christians is more than saving bodies and

lives for this life . It also means that we want to preserve lives to enjoy

the resurrection and everlasting life .

 

CONCEPTION
Scripture supports “conception” to mean life is created and exists at

fertilization .
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ABORTION TAKES A HUMAN LIFE, ACCORDING TO ABORTION
ADVOCATES
“‘Abortion stops a beating heart , ’ is incontrovertibly true .”

 

“I have always frankly admitted that abortion is murder , the

extermination of the powerless by the powerful . Liberals for the most

part have shrunk from facing the ethical consequences of their

embrace of abortion , which results in the annihilation of concrete

individuals and not just clumps of insensate tissue .”

 

“We must end the fiction that an abortion at 26 weeks is no different

from one at six weeks… The fetus is more visible than ever before , and

the abortion-rights movement needs to accept its existence and its

value . It may not have a right to life , and its value may not be equal to

that of the pregnant woman , but ending the life of a fetus is not a

morally insignificant event .”

 

A “NEW” KIND OF LOVE
The kind of love that comes as a “new” command is the unconditional

and sacrificial commitment to others without the need or expectation

that it will be returned… When we learn to understand this kind of love

and practice this kind of commitment , it shapes our approach with the

dying , the struggling , the unborn and the needy . We love , care and

sacrifice not because it is easy , it is fun or we are rewarded for it . We do

this because we know what it means to be the object of this kind of

love .

 

STEM CELL DEBATE
Unfortunately , the stem cell debate has been characterized as a

conflict between science (as though science is always right) and

religious “kooks” (as though religious folks are never right).

 

CHURCHES WHICH FAVOR SIN
Every church body that permits or advocates today ’s modern slide in

life issues (i .e . , abortion , homosexuality , assisted suicide , cohabitation ,

etc .) also rejects the Bible as the inerrant Word of God . In a perverse

way that makes sense . Scripture is so clear on these issues you have no

choice but to reject parts of it to do these things .
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CHILDREN WITH DOWN SYNDROME
In this so-called “enlightened generation” Sarah Palin did the most

“unthinkable thing” – she let her child live .

 

EUGENICS
When it comes to deafness , I agree that it is difficult for a deaf person

to get along in a hearing world . But it is also difficult , I have learned ,

for a hearing person to get along in the deaf world . I consider my sense

of hearing valuable , but I do not consider myself more valuable than a

deaf person .

 

ADOPTION
Even though I like drama , I generally do not tell my personal story too

dramatically . So I was stunned when my daughter wrote recently for

her Lutheran elementary school teacher : “I am thankful that my Dad ’s

birth mother did not get an abortion . Then I wouldn ’t have been born !” 

 

LIFESTYLE OF HOPE
(Comment on 1 Peter 3 :15-18) People will not ask a believer for the

reason of the hope in his or her life if that hope is not displayed . They

also will not ask for the reason for the hope in one ’s life if they only do

good things comparable to unbelievers . The world should see Christ in

us – our sacrifice , our determination , our deep compassion , our strong

resolve , our God-like love . Then people will ask why we do it – why we

sacrifice ; why we come ; why we stick with it ; and then we can answer

that we are imitating the perfect example of Christ ’s love for us .

 
1 Abstract from 3 ,200+ word document of Christian Life Resources ’ official statement on abortion .

2 Abstract from 5 ,300+ word document of Christian Life Resources ’ official statement on euthanasia .

3 Excerpt from article , “Is An Objection on Religious Grounds Enough?” by Pastor Robert Fleischmann , National Director of Christian Life

Resources .

4 Excerpt from article , “Pro-Life Forever” by Rev . Mark Braun , Professor of Theology at Wisconsin Lutheran College in Milwaukee , WI .

5 Excerpt from Q & A article , “When Does Life Begin?”

6 Statement by Naomi Wolf , author , social critic and abortion advocate , excerpted from article , “Rethinking Pro-Choice Rhetoric . Our Bodies ,

Our Souls .” The New Republic . October 16 , 1995 .

7 Statement by Camille Paglia , author , social critic and abortion advocate , excerpted from article , “Fresh blood for the vampire .” The Salon .

September 10 , 2008 .

8 Statement by Frances Kissling , who retired in 2007 after serving 25 years as president of Catholics for Choice , an abortion advocacy group ,

excerpted from article , “Abortion rights are under attack , and pro-choice advocates are caught in a time warp .” The Washington Post . February

18 , 2011 .

9 Excerpt from article , “What ’s So New About Love?” by Pastor Robert Fleischmann , National Director of Christian Life Resources .

10 Excerpt from article , “Too Many Eggs” by syndicated columnist Kathleen Parker , reprinted with permission .

11 Excerpt from article , “My Body , My Choice – Really?” by Pastor Robert Fleischmann , National Director of Christian Life Resources .

12 Excerpt from article , “The Lives We Touch” by Pastor Robert Fleischmann , National Director of Christian Life Resources , about special-needs

son of former Alaskan governor and Vice-Presidential candidate Sarah Palin . Palin ’s son Trig has the chromosomal condition , Down syndrome .

13 Excerpt from article , “The Quality in Life” by Pastor Paul Prange , WELS Administrator for Ministerial Education .

14 Excerpt from article , “An Adopted Child ’s Perspective” by Pastor Paul Prange , WELS Administrator for Ministerial Education .

15 Excerpt from conference paper , “Step Up to the Table or Find Yourself on the Menu” delivered by Pastor Robert Fleischmann , National

Director of Christian Life Resources . Paper available on request from Christian Life Resources .
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A TRIMESTER OF  PRAYER
PRO-LIFE  PRAYER SUGGESTIONS

You can make a meaningful difference by including these
thoughts in your daily devotion and prayer time.
 

WEEK 1 // This week , pray for the unborn and their mothers . With the

dawning of this day , around 11 ,000 women in America just became

aware of the presence of a new life within them . One-quarter of those

mothers will end that precious life as a matter of convenience . Pray

that God would move some courageous believer to influence those

mothers to give their children life .

 

WEEK 2 // By God ’s grace , every day this week many heroic people

serve as volunteers at Christian Life Resources ’ pregnancy care centers .

These people sacrifice personal comfort – giving up their free time and

putting their faith on the line in order that lives might be saved . Pray

that God would fortify these brave women and men who serve at

Christian Life Resources pregnancy care centers .

 

WEEK 3 // Even before Solomon urged that a child be torn in two to

resolve a dispute over which of two women was the baby ’s rightful

mother , judges and lawmakers have held great power over the lives

and well-being of children . The legislative and judicial battle over

rights (the mother ’s versus the baby ’s) has never become more

passionate nor as intense . Pray this week that the law of the land

would be transformed to reflect God ’s view that each life is unique and

valuable and deserves to be protected .



WEEK 4 // Do abortion clinic physicians wrestle with the morality of

their work? They must . How many times can they execute the “harmless

procedure” of “pregnancy termination” before coming to grips with the

fact that they are enriching themselves by killing children? Pray this

week that the Holy Spirit would burden the consciences of these

doctors so that they would turn their backs on abortion and be led to

turn their hearts to Jesus Christ for forgiveness .

 

WEEK 5 // Pray this week that the young unmarried people in your

congregation and city would find a new devotion to purity . Pray that

they would act responsibly now so they will not be tempted to act

irresponsibly later if pregnancy occurs . Pray that parents , concerned

teachers , and friends would encourage young people toward

abstinence . Pray God would help people see the potential heartbreak

they face by giving themselves to anyone but their marriage partner .

 

WEEK 6 // Ask God to move the hearts of more devoted followers to

volunteer their time , energy , encouragement , and financial resources to

strengthen or begin chapters and branches of Christian Life Resources .

 

WEEK 7 // One adopted child stated , “I always knew I was really loved

and wanted because I was chosen .” What a powerful statement ! As the

chosen children of God who believe not only in life for unborn children

but also in adoption , pray that God would touch more hearts among us

to consider adoption . Pray especially that more loving , caring Christian

homes are found for children who are hard to place because of race or

disability .

 

WEEK 8 // Jesus calls us to walk as he walked . He calls us to talk as he

talked . Pray this week that you find the courage to speak the truth in

love about abortion and that you share your concern for the unborn

with others . And pray that you boldly present both the law and the

gospel in your conversation with others .



WEEK 9 // Pray this week for the families you know – and those in your

community you may not know – as they face long-term caregiving

situations with their terminally-ill loved ones . Pray that God would

strengthen and empower them during this difficult time . Pray too that

temptations toward quick , easy answers would be met with the

conviction that life is precious in God ’s eyes even when a loved one ’s

“quality of life” seems to have diminished .

 

WEEK 10 // Pray that God works in the hearts of those Christians who

have , until now , been content to stand on the sidelines regarding

abortion . Pray that they would see abortion for what it is : a terrible ,

murderous and sinful miscarriage of God ’s design for life , a wrong that

needs to be made right .

 

WEEK 11 // Please pray that God continues to bless the efforts of the

national office of Christian Life Resources as it seeks to strengthen and

undergird its chapters and branches . Pray that God would give wisdom ,

insight , and perseverance to the National Board members and the staff

as they go about their work .

 

WEEK 12 // Give thanks to our gracious God for moving the hearts of so

many women during this trimester . Thank him for helping those

mothers make the right decision to do whatever it takes to give their

unborn babies life .



Living the sanctity

of life through acts

of love and concern ,

and sharing the

Gospel message of

forgiveness and

salvation through

Jesus Christ .
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